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Preface 
This document reports on the methods employed and the raw 
findings of a survey of Native American households in the city 
of Minneapolis. The survey was conducted during the summer of 
1978 by the Upper Midwest American Indian Center. Technical 
support was provided by the Minnesota Center for Social 
Research. 
The project was coordinated at the University of Minnesot.2 
by the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs. Support funds 
for the technical aspects of this study were provided by the 
Office of Local and Urban Affairs of the Minnesota State Plan-
ning Agency. 
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1. 
Background 
During April, 1978, the ~linnesota Center for Social Research (~!CSR), 
University of Minnesota, began work with Upper Midwest American Indian Center 
(UMAIC) on a housing survey of Minneapolis-based Native Americans. The pur-
pose of the survey was to record the perceptions that Native Americans have 
of their actual housing situations/conditions and of their felt housing needs. 
MCSR's role in the project was primarily that of providing consulting/ 
technical support for UMAIC activities. Our goal throughout was to facili-
tate the evolution of the project and to enhance its potential for TP.trieving 
valid and reliable data. To the extent possible, MCSR remained as close as 
possible to the original intent and preferences of UMAIC. MCSR was involved 
throughout the conduct of the study. 
Problem 
To date, little reported data exists about the housing conditions of 
Native Americans. Documentation of these conditions, situations and needs 
are critical if meaningful planning is to occur. The questionnaire reported 
on in this report is but one component of a major housing study undertaken 
by the Upper Midwest American Indian Center. The conditions examined by the 
questionnaire include crowding, the relative costs of housing, kno\dedge of 
housing programs, the nature and quality of landlord/tenant relationships, 
and condition of residence. 
Organization of the Report 
The report's first two sections discuss the background of and the problem 
addressed by the report. The sampling procedures employed, the verification 
of completed interviews, and interviewer characteristics are then presented. 
_) 
In the survey findings section, data are presented in tabular and narra-
tive form. The tables are generated directly from the responses to interview 
questions. Most items were computer analyzed., a few were manually tabulated. 
The responses to survey questions are topically organized; they do not neces-
sarily follow the sequencing or structuring of questions as they occur in the 
interview. The tables to which the narrative re 
section of narrative. 
immediately follow each 
All data discussed in the narrative are the "adjusted frequency'' re-
sponses. Not all interviewees answered every question; when responden~ per-
centages are discussed these percentages reflect an adjusted frequency for 
the item in question. Additional treatment of the data such as cross-tabula-
tions may serve to further draw out rational conclusions (e.g., male unem-
✓ ployment rates) and results. The sole purpose of this technical report is 
rather to present and document the data 
Interview Sample 
The interview sample consists of the following: Native Americans vol-
unteering to be interviewed, acquaintances of these volunteers) client lists 
2. 
of the Native American Senior Advocacy program, mailing lists from a Minneap-
olis Public Schools Title IV project and social service agencies, voter regis-
tration files, Native Americans known to the project interviewers, and tele-
phone listings. A total of one-thousand-five-hundred-and-one (1,501) names 
were collected. 
From the above sampling frame, a quota sample of 875 names was dra\\U. 
The determinant of the quota was the distribution of Native Americans within 
census tracts as defined in the 1970 U.S. Census Report and subsequently re-
defined in the 1977 State of the City Report (city of Minneapolis). Sampling 
3. 
was done so as to reflect (as closely as possible) the distribution of Native 
Americans in the city of Minneapolis. The individuals to be interviewed were 
sampled at two points in time: an original sample of 650 individuals was 
augmented by an additional sample of 225 individuals to increase the number 
of respondents to the interview. A total of 587 interviews were completed 
based on a sample size of 875 individuals. The response rate for interviews 
completed is 67.1% of the original sample. The interviews occurred between 
June and September, 1978. The attempt to secure more interviews was abandoned 
when the resources to do so were depleted. 
Interviews were verified in the following manner: thirty-six (36) ran-
domly selected survey respondents were asked (those not responding to a written 
inquiry were telephoned) whether they had been approached for an interview, 
i and then, whether they had participated in the interview. Of this original 
number: 26 persons answered in the affirmative) 2 persons answered in the 
negative, 1 person did not remember and 7 persons were not able to be contacted 
(5 did not have phones and 2 did not answer the phone). Eliminating the indi-
viduals not able to be contacted we have a positive verification rate of 89.7%. 
There is reason to believe that the "negative" responses are inaccurate (wrong 
party answered the phone) and that the actual verification rate is 100%. 
Interviewers 
A total of fifteen (15) interviewers participated in the project. The 
interviewers were contacted through a number of different advertisements and 
announcements. All interviewers were Native Americans and were between 22 
and 53 years of age. Eight interviewers were male and 7 interviewers were 
female. All interviewers received five hours training by MCSR 5taff. 
4. 
Survey Findings 
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5. 
Background Information 
Sex. Almost three-quarters of the persons interviewed (72.7%) were 
female. 
Tribal Affiliation. Most of the persons interviewed (93.8%) were enrolled 
members of a tribe.* 
Age. Most of the respondents (42.3%) were between thirty-one and fifty-
four years of age. More than ·one-third (36 .6%) of the interviewees Kere be-
tween nineteen and thirty years of age. 
Employment. With respect to this category, "employed full timeH (33.6%) 
and "unemployed" (45. 7%) were the most frequently cited. A relatively small 
number (9.1%) of the interviewees were retired and 11.6% were employed part-
time. 
Household Income. More than half (50.7%) of the respondents reported 
their total household income to be less than $7,000.00. More than one-quarter 
(27.1%) of the interviewees report total household income to be between 
$7,000.00 and $11,999.00. Only 3.1% of the respondents report a household 
income in excess of $22,000.00. 
Public Assistance Received. Almost two-thirds (65.4%) of the respondents 
indicated that they received some form of public assistance. Of the three~ 
hundred and eighty four persons who reported receiving assistance, more than 
half (52.3%) report receiving AFDC. More than one~third (34.9%) receive food 
stamps, and more than one-fifth (21.6%) receive social security. Welfare is 
received by 16.9% of the respondents. 
*See Appendix A for the tribal affiliations and places of enrollment reported 
by respondents. 
6. 
Age of Persons in flousehold. Responses to this question are organized by 
number of persons/households within each age category. Under 5: 33.5% of the 
households had persons under 5 years of age living in them. Almost three-quar-
ters (72.6%) of the households had only one such aged child; 20.8% had two. 
Ages S to 11: 44. 5 % of the house ho Ids had persons ages 5 to 11 1 i ving in them. 
Almost two-thirds (62.5%) of these households had one such aged child; 23.8% 
had two and 11.1% had three. Ages 12 to 1.8: 37.8% of the households has per-
sons ages 12 to 18 living in them. Of these households, 57.2% had one such 
aged person,. 21.6% had two and 11. 7% had three. Ages 19 or 20: Appro
4
ximately 
one-quarter (26.1%) of the households had persons ages 19 or 20 living in them~ 
Almost two-thirds (62.7%) had one such aged person, 28.8% had two and 7.8% had 
three. Ages 21 to 30: 4.8% of the households had such aged persons living in 
~ them. Of these households, more than half (53.6%) had one such aged person, 
42.9% had two and 3.6% had three. Ages 31 to 49: 45.1% of the households had 
persons ages 31 to 49 living in them. Approximately two-thirds (65. 791,) of these 
households had one such person, 31.3% had two and 2.6% had three. Ages 50 to 
64: 16.4% of the households had such aged persons living in them. More than 
three-quarters (78.1%) of these households had one such aged person, 20.8% 
had two and 1.0% had three. Ages 65 and Over: 6.1% of the households had 
such aged persons living in them. Most of these households (84.6%) had one 
such aged person, 15.4% had two. 
Have a Telephone. More than three-quarters (78.6%) of the interviewees 
have a phone; 21.4% indicate not having a telephone. 
Public Housing. More than one-quarter (26.1%) of the interviewees live 
in a public housing project, 73.9% do not. 
7. 
Satisfaction with Interview. Almost two-thirds of the interviewees (65.7%) 
felt that the interview described their housing situation "very well," 25.7% 
thought that their housing situation was "mostly" described,, and 8.1% thought 
that their housing situation was described "a little." Based on their exper-
ience with this survey, 84.0~I.\ of the respondents indicated their willingness 
to participate in future surveys; 15. 5% of the respondents were unwi 11 to 
participate. 
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27. 
Resident Status 
Approximately eighty-five percent (85 .. 1%) of the interviewees had not 
lived in Minneapolis all their lives. Prior to coming to Minneapolis 37.8% 
of the interviewees lived on or near a Minnesota Indian Reservation and 26.4% 
of the interviewees lived in some other out-state Minnesota areas. Only a 
very small number of the interviewees (2. 9%) came from within the five county 
area. 
Approximately eighty percent (80.1%) of the survey respondents lived in 
Minneapolis for a period of time in excess of five years; 5 years, 1 month-
10 years (21.3%), 10 years, 1 month-20 years (28. 7%), more than 20 years 
(30.1%). More than ninety percent (90.2%) of the interviewees lived in 
Minneapolis for two or more years. 
While most persons interviewed (91.6%) considered Minneapolis to be 
their permanent or semi-permanent place of residence, almost forty-five 
percent (44.6%) of the interviewees planned to move from their current resi-
dence in the near future. 
Slightly more than one quarter (25.4%) of the survey respondents have 
lived at their current residence for more than one year but less than three 
years. Less than one-third of the interviewees (30.9%) have lived at their 
current residence for less than one year, with 26.8% of the survey respondents 
having lived at their current residence for more than five years. Most per-
sons interviewed (75. 3%) rent their place of residence; the balance O\-m their 
residences. 
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35. 
Costs Associated with Home Ownership 
Mortga~e, Taxes, Insurance. For more than half (56.3%) of the homeowner 
group, the monthly mortgage payment is between $150.00 and $249.00. Less than 
one-quarter (23.4%) of the group has a monthly mortgage payment of between 
$50.00 and $149.00 and 14.1% of the homeowners pay between $250.00 and $349.00 
for their monthly mortgage payment. 
For most of the homeowners (88.4%) real estate taxes are included in the 
monthly mortgage payment. Yearly real esta_te taxes are between $200.00 and 
$349.00 for 30.0% of the homeowners, between $350.00 and $499.00 for 15.0%, 
and between $500.00 and $649.00 for 20.0% of the homeowners. 
Insurance premiums are included in the monthly mortgage payment of 75.6% 
of the homeowners. For slightly less than one-third of the homeowners, the 
✓ yearly home insurance premium is $170.00 or more. More than one-fifth (21.4%) 
of the homeowners pay between $140.00 and $169.00 for annual insurance pre-
miums, and 14.3% pay between $110.00 and $139.00 annually. 
Cost of Utilities. For most homeowners (90.6%), the average monthly gas 
bill was under $99.00. For those twelve homeowners using fuel oil, the monthly 
bill was less than $15.00 (33.3%). Approximately one-sixth (16.7%) of the 
homeowners pay between $35.00 and $39.00 monthly for fuel oil, and another 
16.7% pay $70.00 or more. 
For more than two-thirds (68.2%) of the homeowners, the average monthly 
electric bill was between $20.00 and $39.00. For less than one-quarter (22.590·) 
of the homeowners the average monthly electric bill was between $10.00 and $19.00. 
The average quarterly water bill was between $20.00 and $34.00 for 42.7% 
of the homeowners, and bet ween $10. 00 and $19. 00 for 25. 8% of the homeowner 
group. Paying between $35.00 and $49.00 quarterly for water were 14.5% of the 
homeowners. 
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LESS T.,.AN $efl0 
$AGO Ck MORE 
~EA~ 3.45n 
MOlJE 2.(i(lt, 
KUPlCStS -.443 
Ml~l~L~ 1.~Cv 
,::.v. PCT 52.76f; 
COt;E 
l • 
?. 
~. 
4. 
s. 
,, . 
1. 
') 
H,T.i:\L 
STC EPR 
s,c DtV 
Sl<EWNf.SS 
~.l,XlMUr-1 
.Q~ c.1. 
MI~SH 1G 
AR5CLUTE 
f-hE'Q 
2 
b 
3 
4 
2 
1 
2 
5 f. 7 ____ .. _ 
5e7 
• 4(, 7 
l.B2lJ 
.642 
,.ouo 
2.548 
CASES 5n7 
f.lELAllVE ADJU~TEU 
FRE:.G Ff<E t. 
(PCT) <Fc1) 
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1 • 0 30.G 
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.1 2 e,. r 
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.2 •c. n .., • u 
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-------
----.,--
l U \I• 0 100.0 
~~c.L' I fl N 
VARJA~JCE. 
PAt..iGF 
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TC 
37. 
CLM 
FFEG 
(FCT> 
l C •" 
4 0. ('\ 
ss.0 
7 5., f) 
f:15.1) 
Ye.a 
·100.,; 
3.Jc7 
3.313 
6•000 
6Y.1:0C 
4.302 
• ;r T \J .L , \l • • 
38. 
C~NEPS: TAXES INCLUOEU lN HCLS~ PAY~E~l 
RELAlIVE A lJJLi SH. (J Cl;~ 
M~SCLUTE FREQ fRf~ f F;E~ 
CATE~cµy LAEEL CODE FREQ <PCT} (PcT> (PCT) 
.,. YES 1 • 114 J<,h4 be.,4 HP .1.i 
NO 2. 15 2.e 11 • h 100.n 
- u 4=8 7~.o ~JS$Jf\G 
------- ------- --------
lOTAL se1 lOOoO 1c.10.o 
ME At\ 1 • Jl 6 STC ERA • Or.B t-11E01 Al>J . 1."~f, 
MOOE 1.00() STC OE\I .3?.2 VAP TANCE. -104 
KURTCSIS 3.q2A SKEWN[S!:l 2.42t! HPNGE ,. l•OOC 
Ml I\J,t, L,._. l•~lOJ MA )I I MW" 2.ClOD SUM }4~•(1(:0 
c.v. PCT ?8.P29 .95 c.1. l.U60 10 1.112 
VAL IC CASES 121.J tq 5 S H,•G CASES 45e 
• 
.. 
✓ 
LESS Tl-AN -i,p:; 
$J l o--i l 39 
$140-!169 
5il70 Cfi MCt-if 
•-1E A I\ 
~"OLE 
KUHlCSTS 
'~ I l\i 1 r,, L ti 
c.v. FCT 
VAL IC CASE5 
FJLE • NAlA~fR - CFEATEC 78/12/21, 
39 ,, 
RELAlIVE AOJli.STt:.D CLM 
/',tjS(LUlE. FRt.G FH[G F ~ E c; 
CC Uc f~EQ (PC.l) ( Pc l) (PCT) 
l • 3 .s 10.1 ln,7 
., 
LO 3 .5 10.1 £" 1 • 4 
3. 4 .1 l'+ .3 35.1 
4. 6 1.0 21,4 57.1 
~-
g 1.5 32,l t;Cj,3 
6. 3 .s . l (:. 7 1un.n 
() ::9 9::•2 111ssp .. c, 
-----~---· 
______ ..,_ 
............. 
TCTAL 587 100.c )O{;,n 
3.857 STC [RR ,29(1 r-EDJMs 4 • 167 
s.nc.~~ STC LFV 1.533 VM-q A'·JCE 2•349 
-.712 SKEWNESS -.b4J kANGE .s.cGc 
1.rcn hi\)' H~lW 6.000 SUt-t 10~-000 
34.737 .9~ c.1. 3 • i: t, .3 TG 4.451 
28 fv1 JSSP 1G C~,SE S ~5'1 
✓ 
,,,v.a,,,,.,,. 
C~~ERS: l~SLRA~CE INC.LUO[O 1~ PAYME~T 
CATEC:CPY LAEEL 
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~JO 
MEAf\ J.?44 
MOOE l.;Jf;r; 
KURTCSIS -.~51 
M I N I r,✓, L fl 1 • ry O :} 
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VALIC CDSES J?3 
CODE 
l ' 
?. 
(j 
TCT.l'L 
SH, Er:a·( 
STC DEV 
SKEWf';FSS 
MA) J PwiLJl'v' 
,q= c.1. 
~i IS S p\/G 
A85CLUTE 
F Fi E: (,] 
'13 
30 
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-~-- ... 
5~7 
.03~ 
.4•31 
1.207 
2,00J 
1.167 
CAst.s 4t,4 
fiE.LAlIVE ADJL ST t.U 
F~E.Q FkE~ 
(PCT> <PcT> 
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5 • I 24.4 
79.o t1 I S5 I I\ G 
__ , ____ 
-------
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~ EL) I J\. t-, 
\I AR J PJCE: 
~ANGf 
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TC 
40. 
CL~" 
F~E0 
(PCT) 
7S,6 
100.0 
1•161 
• 1 e" 
1,000 
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41. 
RELATIVE t,OJliS1 EU CL tA 
AHSCLUTE FPEQ FRt- tw f- REt1 
CATEGCRY LM?EL COOE f- F< E ~ (PCT) <F'CT) (PCT) 
2. 115 19.6 CJO.o c; G • f, 
$1 CO• i 1 99 3 • e 1.4 E; • 3 Yf.9 
.. 
4. 2 .3 l. 6 Y8.4 
6. 2 .3 l.h l O O • r. 
0 4(-0 7fh4 fJ I S5 Jt, G 
-------, ......... 
_____ ..... 
TCTtL si, 1 loc.o 100.0 
M[Ar'i 2.157 srr E~R • U 5:., fi1F() ! /di! 2-. or:::2 
~~U[ 1E 2 • 00 (, !:>·re DFV .':>97 \I Afq ANCt. •356 
KURTCSI$ 27.~54 SKE w~,.E SS 4 • 9.,. 8 PANGF 4•(l0O 
Mlf'- ItJL,... 2.rot F·i t. X l ~• U t.t 6.oue SUt-,; ?74•UOO 
c.v. FCT 27.,:.54 .gs c.1. 2.osJ TO 2.2e? 
✓ VALIC CASES 1 27 MISSING CASES 46 IJ 
.... 
f' I Lt. • 1\i P. I ~ l"'l t. H - \., t"\ t ~ I L. 1,.J I Or J. '· F e:. J. • 
42. 
C~t\ERS: AVERAGE ~C~THLY FUtL OIL dlLL 
RELATIVE tiDJU5TUJ Cl~ 
AHSCLUTE. FfifC FREG rREO 
CATEGC~Y LPEEL COUE FPE(J (PCT> (Pel> (p(T) 
1 • 4 .7 33.3 33.3 
3. 2 .3 16.7 =>o. n 
5. l .2 e.3 :;e.3 
b• 2 .3 16 • 7 1s.n 
1. 3 .s 25.0 100.0 
0 575 9R.n P..-ISSJt\b 
-49- _...,_ 
------- -------
TOT~L 587 lOu•O 1(:,G.iJ 
MEAi\ 4.000 SlC [Rh .749 ~-~EUIAN 3 • 5 0'1 
MO[JE 1 • (, 0 0 
KURTCSlS -1.g37 
STC DEV 2.594 VAHIANCE 6 • 7'2. 7 
SKf ~iNESS •.07S f..'ANGF 6•00(' 
✓ fvllt\Itvl..t"" 1.0oe MA >t n,urv 7 .ooc, SUM 4H,oco 
c.v. PCT 64.A42 .CJ~ c.1. 2.3~c. TC 5 •64:~ 
VALIC CASES 12 MISS U~G CASES ~75 
' 
i 
.. 
o~~ERS: AVERoGE MC~THLY ELECTRIC HILL 
Ct-TEGC~V LAEEL 
$10•!19 
$80 CR MORE 
DON~l KI\JOW 
MEAf\ 
"'ODE 
KUP.lCSIS 
MINil'-'L"' 
2.G61 
3.coc 
p.905 
2.000 
c.v. FCT 28.755 
VALIC CASES 129 
CODE 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
f... 
1. 
I) 
lOTAL 
STC ERH 
STC DE\I 
SKEwNfSS 
MP.X It-4U~ 
.9~ c.r. 
M ! SS It~G 
RELAlIVE ADJU5TE.D 
ABSCLUTE F Rf.Q FRE.~ 
fRfQ (PCT) <Pel> 
t:9 4.9 22.:> 
88 15 • 0 68.2 
6 l • o 4.7 
2 .3 l.c 
2 .3 1.6 
2 .3 l • ti 
458 78•0 t,,ISSJf\G 
--------
........... . ........... 
St7 100•0 100.0 
.07f.> f'l[IJI t..M 
.bSl VARIANCE 
2.38b PANGE 
1. oo,o SUM 
~.bl3 TO 
CASES 458 
43~ 
CLM 
F PE<J 
(PCT> 
22.5 
90.1 
~5.3 
96.9 
98.4 
1() 0 • 0 
2eGC3 
•72:, 
s.noo 
382•000 
3.ll{t 
I 7,\J,l.ll/7. I J. L."- l. f"'"~ ' ft} Ii,._ I 1 
44. 
C~NEPS: AVERtGE QLARTE~ WATE~ BILL 
Rt.LAlIVE ADJl.J5Tl:U CL~ 
AtiSCLUTE FREQ FREQ fREC 
CATEC:CRY Lt.EEL C0[1E ~ i:.EG (PCT) (~Cl) (PCT) 
LESS lJ-iAN $]\) 1 • 9 1.s 7.3 7.3 
SlO•!lq 2 • 32 s.s 2!:J. tj 33. l 
.. 
$2,,.•!-34 3. 53 4•0 42.7 75.A 
$35•!4g 4. 18 3.1 14.5 9Q.3 
$5v•H,4 t; 
-· . 7 1.2 5. t, 96.o 
$65 CR MORE 6. 3 .s 2.4 
' . 
98.4 
OOf\J~l K1>.JO'w 7. 2 .3 1.6 lPo.r 
" 
463 7H•t;; t,1ISSJI\G •) 
~---,--- ...... _ .. ---.... -
lOTAL 5€7 lOv•G 100.0 
✓ 
f-1EAI\ 2.g<n STC EPH .lnb MED I Af4 2.e-<;6 
MODE 3.000 STC N.V l.l~b V/lRIMJCE. 1.40~ 
KURlCSIS 1.52g SKEWNE~!:) .90d t-<ANEE 6•00') 
MI f'\ l·fv l.. r• 1.~00 ~A.Xlt--llJ~ 1.000 SLJM 371•000 
c.v. PCT 39.63R .q5 c.1. 2.7tsl TO 3.203 
VALIC CASES ]24 MISSING CA s '+6J 
. 
45. 
Costs Associated With Apartment Rental 
Amounts paid for rent, security deposit, damage deposit. 'More than 
one-half of the persons interviewed (58.9%) paid in excess of $150.00 for 
their first month's rent, with 40.7% of the interviewees paying between 
$150.00 and $199.00 for the first month's rent. The amount paid for the last 
month's rent is as follows: 57.7% of the interviewees paid in excess of 
$150.00; 28.3% of the interviewees paid less than $100.00 on the. last month's 
rent. 
Most interviewees (91. O~o) paid $149. 00 or less for a damage deposit on 
their current residence. Two interviewees (.6%) did not pay a damage deposit 
and one interviewee (.3%) paid more than $300.00 for a damage deposit. 
More than two-thirds (69.5%) of the interviewees indicated interest in 
I owning their own homes. 
More than three-quarters (78.8%) of the interviewees paid less than 
$200.00 for current monthly rent, with 37.4% of ·the interviewees paying be-
tween $140.00-$199.00 for rent. Less than three percent (2.8%) of the in-
terviewees pay more than $300.00 for monthly rent. 
Amounts paid for utilities. Utilities are included in the monthly rent 
paid by 28.5% of the persons interviewed. The monthly electric bill for 
most interviewees (94.4%) is less than forty dollars. More than half (56. 7%) 
of the persons interviewed pay a monthly average of less than $20.00 for 
electricity. 
Most persons interviewed do not pay directly for water. Only eleven 
persons interviewed responded to this item. Of these eleven persons, 36.4% 
paid less than $10.00 and 54.6% paid less than $20.00 in average quarterly 
water costs. 
Most persons interviewed do not pay directly for fuel oil. Only two 
persons responded to this item; one interviewee paid between $15.00-$24.00 
and another between $55.00-$69.00 in average monthly fuel oil costs. 
RE~TERS: 151 ~CNTH'S RlNT 
CATEGC~Y LAEEL 
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$300-$349 
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46. 
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Relations With Landlord 
More than three-quarters (78.3%) of the interviewees know their land-
lord's last name. A somewhat smaller percentage (69. 7%) know their land-
lord's address. An almost equal but slightly smaller number (68.6%) know 
their landlord's phone number. 
More than two-thirds (67 .6%) of the interviewees see their landlord 
"often" or "very often." However, 1 7. 6% of the persons interviewed indi -
cated that they "never'' see their landlord. 
56. 
For 79. 4% of the interviewees, their landlord :is "very easy" or '.'usually 
easy" to reach. Of the rest of the persons interviewed, 16.5% find their 
landlord "somewhat difficul t 11 and 3. 7% find their landlord "impossible" to 
reach. 
✓ For more than one quarter (25.3%) of the respondents, the landlord 
"seldom" or "never" does repairs. For 37.1% of the interviewees the landlord 
"al ways" does repairs and for 34. 6% the landlord does repairs "most of the 
time." 
In rating their relationship with their landlord, interviewees indicated 
the following: 28.4%. saw the relationship as "very friendly," 61.3% saw the 
relationship as "somewhat friendly," 5 .2% saw the relationship as nsome\vhat 
hostile" and 1.6% saw the relationship as "very hostile~" 
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64. 
Nature of Housing 
The largest number (31.5%) of the persons interviewed live in an apart-
ment with persons living in single family homes (30.8%) being the second 
largest groups. Less than one quarter (22.1%) of the respondents live in 
a duplex while 15.1% live in a townhouse or 4-plex. 
Approximately two-thirds (66.5%) of the respondents live in five or 
fewer rooms. Of ~11 interviewees, 22. 9% live in five rooms and 21.2% live 
in four rooms. Less than ten percent (8.5%) of the interviewees live in two 
or fewer rooms. An almost equal number (8.3%) live in eight or more rooms. 
Almost all interviewees (98.1%) have a private bath; 1.9% of the re 
spondents have a shared bath. Most persons interviewed (99.1%) have a pri..; 
vate kitchen; .9% share kitchen facilities. 
~ A basement exists in the residence of almost three-quarters (73.7%) of 
the interviewees. The basement is used as storage space for 83.7% the 
individuals in this group. For 10.0% of the respondents; the basement is 
used as occasional living space. 
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71. 
Housing- Discrimination Problems 
More than one-quarter (27 .6 90) of the interviewees have experienced some 
problem with housing discrimination. One hundred and nineteen (119) respon-
dents in this group experienced more than one form of discrimination. In 
the group that experienced discrimination, then, almost three-quarters (74.4%) 
experienced multiple housing discrimination problems. A total of 466 housing 
discrimination problems were cited. 
Of the 466 instances of housing discrimination cited, the category most 
frequently mentioned was race (126 mentions or 27.0% of all mentions). Chil-
dren were another important basis for housing discrimination, that category 
having been cited by 111 individuals and comprising 23. 8% of all mentions of 
housing discrimination. Other frequently noted bases for discrimination were 
✓ being on welfare (12 .01Jo), having animals (10.5%), and economic status (8.6%). 
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73. 
BASIS OF HOUSING DISCRIMINATION 
ADJUSTED 
ABSOLUTE FREQ. 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ. (PCT.) 
RACE 1. 126 27.0 
SEX 2. 9 1.9 
AGE 3. 20 4.3 
ECONQi,IIC 4. 40 8.6 
CREDIT 5. 16 3.4 
CHILDREN 6. 111 23.8 
i' ANIMALS 7. 49 10.5 
MARITAL STATUS 8. 37 7.9 
SEXUAL PREFERENCE 9. 2 0.4 
WELFARE 0. 56 12.0 
TOTAL 466 
74. 
Heating; Problems With Heating 
Almost one-third of the interviewees (30.2%) experienced heating prob-
lems during the winter months. Thirty-three of these individuals (20.8% of 
the group experiencing heating problems) indicated some basis for the prob-
lem: too hot--3.0%, too cold--57.6%, poor construction of residence--18.2%, 
run-down condition--21.2%. 
\\~en asked about heating problems (other than the ones previously iden-
tified), 165 respondents (35.4% of the total interviewee group) indicated 
some problem. These problems and the percentage of individuals mentioning 
each one is as follows: too hot--3.6%, too cold--85 .. 5%, both hot and cold--
10.9%. 
For most persons interviewed (78. 3%) !> their place of residence is heated 
with gas. Fuel oil heats the residence of 4.8% of all respondents, and elec-
tricity the residence of 3.8% of all respondents. Forty-eight individuals 
(8.2%) did not know how their residences were heated. 
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78. 
HOW RESIDENCE IS HEATED 
ADJUSTED 
ABSOLUTE FREQ. 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ. (PCT.) 
GAS 1. 457 78.3 
FUEL OIL 2. 28 4.8 
ELECTRICITY 3. 22 3.8 
SPACE HEATER 4. 2 0.3 
OTHER 5. 27 4.6 
DON'T KNOW 6. 48 8.2 
TOTAL 587 
79. 
Appliances/Utilities 
For more than three-quarters of the persons interviewed (76.6%), there 
was "a.lways" a sufficient amount of hot water in their residences. There was 
"usually" sufficient hot water for 18. 8% of the interviewees, "seldom" suf-
ficient hot water for 3.4% of the respondents, and "never" sufficient hot 
water for 1.2% of the interviewees. 
The stove "always" works for 92.3% of the interviewees, "usually" works 
for 5.5%, "seldom" works for 0.9%, and "never" works for l.4~I,. 
Most interviewees (91.1%) report that their refrigerator "always'! works. 
The refrigerator "usually" works for 6.2%, "seldom" works for 1.7% and 11never'. 
for 1.0% of all respondents. 
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83. 
Conditions of Windows/Doors 
Interviewees were asked about the condition of the windows and doors in 
their place of residence. These questions were posed in tenns of screen win-
dows/doors and storm windows/doors. 
For 56. 0°6 of the respondents, screen windows were "al 1 in good repair. n 
For the balance of the interviewee group, the following was indicated about 
the condition of screen windows: most in good repair--26.6%, half or less 
in good repair--11.8%, and none in good repair--5.6%. 
Screen doors were "all in good repair" for 44.8% of the interviewees. 
However, for more than one-third (36.9%) of the respondents, none of the 
screen doors were in good repair. 
For almost two-thirds of the interviewees (66.1%), all of the storm win-
~ dows were in good repair. None were in good repair for 9.2% of the group and 
half or less were in good repair for 7.5% of the interviewees. 
Storm doors were indicated to all be in good repair for 54.3% of the 
interviewees. None of the storm doors were in good repair for 35.2% of the 
respondents. 
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88. 
Condition of Residence 
Interviewees were asked about the state of repair of twelve aspects of 
their places of residence. Their responses are summarized by each of the 
twelve aspects within each of the five categories of repair (needs no repair, 
needs a little repair, needs a lot of repair, needs overhaul, non-existent). 
Needs no repair: plumbing (54. 7%), electrical wiring (71. 9%), inside 
paint (52.7%), outside paint (64.5%), roofing (75.2%), ceilings (69.0%), 
floors (73.0%), stairways (77.4%), walls .(68.2%), foundation (74.4%), insu-
1 at ion ( 6 0 . 5 go) • 
Needs a little repair: plumbing (31.6%), electrical wiring (16.7%), 
heating facilities (11.4%), inside paint (26.7%), outside paint (16.3%), 
roofing (12.8%), ceilings (21.4%), floors (15.5%), stairways (11.5%), walls 
(2L3%), foundation (10.6go), insulation· (12. 7%). 
Needs a lot of repair: plumbing (8.0%), electrical wiring (6.7%), 
heating facilities (4.7%), inside paint (15.4%), outside paint (11.0%), 
roofing (5.2%), ceilings (&.2%), floors (7.2%), stairways (6.4%), walls (8.4%), 
foundation (9.1%), insulation (10.7%). 
Needs overhaul: plumbing (5.6%), electrical wiring (4.6%), heating 
facilities (3.6%), inside pairit (5.1%), outside paint (5.5%), roofing (5.6%), 
ceilings (3.4%), floors (4.3%), stairways (2.3%), walls (2.Po), foundation 
(5.1%), insulation (3.1%). 
Non-existent: heating facilities (.7%), outside paint (2.8%), roofing 
(1.1%), stairways (2.3%), foundation (.8%), insulation (12.3%). 
Mice were reported to exist in the residences of more than one~third 
(36.5%) of the respondents and rats in the residences of l .9g& of the respon 
dents. No rodents were reported to be present in thcjr residences by 61.6~I, 
of the interviewees. 
✓ 
89 •• 
Almost on~-third of the interviewees (31.2%) indicated that cockroaches 
could be found in their residence. More than ten percent (11. 8%) of the in-
terviewees report the presence of other insects. More than half of the 
respondents (57.0%) report their homes to be free of insects. 
Slightly more than one-third of the interviewees (37. 59a) indicate the 
general condition of their residence to be "good" and an almost equal number 
of the interviewees (34 .6%) believe their· residences to be in "fair" condition. 
While 14. 3% of the interviewees believe their residences to be in "excellent" 
general condition, 3.2% find their residences to be in 11extremely poor'' and 
10.2% find their residences to be in "poor" general condition. 
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93. 
SLFFJCTFNCY CF lNSIOE PAINT 
f.tELPlIVE tiDJU5TEl.J C..L'' 
AB~CLUlf. FRt.Q FRFG.i f- AF. r 
CATEcCPY LtiPEL CODE fRElJ (PCT) ( P cT) (PCT> 
I\EECS ~o REFAIR l • 3r8 52,5 52.7 52.1 
NEECS A LITTLE l-<fP ?. 156 2bob 26,7 79.s 
NEECS ll LCT OF REP 3. 90 15,3 l 5 • 4 S,4. q 
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------·-
...... .., ... 
---- .. ---
JCT.AL 587 l rl r. • IJ 100.u 
MEA~ J.72Q STC ERR • 037 ~ EP I MJ lo44R 
MODE l,(iUO src tJEV ,9u3 VARIANCE • P. 1 c,. 
KUPTCSIS -.095 SKEWNESS .9Al RANGE ],ccri 
MINI~L~ 1.~or MAXlMUf'.' 4.000 SUl•i lnlo,ocr1 
c.~. F(T 52.?06 ·q= c.1. 1.6:,o TO 1 .eo3 
VALIC CASES ~04 MJ=Sit..C5 CASES j 
FILE - ~ATA~Eh - LREATEO 7H/l~/?l. 
94. 
SLFFICIENCY rF OUTSl[JE PAINT 
f1ELAllVE ADJU5Tt.O cv· 
A!:iSCLUlE FRt:.G FRELl f RE(,) 
CJ\lEGCP.Y LAf:EL COQE FREU (PCl) <PcT> (PCT) 
NEECS "0 REFAIR l • :.H:5 h2e2 64.S t:4.5 
NEfCS A LITlLE PrP ?. 92 1s.1 16. 3 HQ.7 
r.;:EE C5 A LOT LF HFP 3. f2 10•6 11. 0 9 l. 7 
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5. l 6 2.1 2.H 100., 
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--~--. 
............... 
..... ____ 
lOTAL 587 l(, 0 • 0 100.0 
µ[A~ J.~59 STC EPR .,U4'+ 1-~EDI AN 1.21s 
~OUE 1.~ou 
KLI'hlCSIS 1.Sg3 
STC DfV 1.055 VAP I At.JC.:E 1 • 114 
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~ Ifd fw L IV 1 • n C fl MAX I ~'lll·' 5.0()1) SUM o39•00U 
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96. 
SLFFIC!ENCY oF CEILINGS 
RELAllVE tiDJUSH.lJ cLrv1 
/\PSCLUTE FR(G FREC..l ~ RE r; 
CATE'GCKY LAEEL cout: Fh[Q <PCT) (PcT) (p(T) 
NEECS 1\0 REJ:AIR 1 • 400 68.l 69.o b9•G 
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97. 
SLFF'IC'In1cY 1:F FLCOR~ 
kELAlI'vE ADJU5TE.U ·CL~ 
AnSCLlJTE. F!-)Etil FHE~ FR E '~ 
CATEC:Cr=-Y LAF.EL cocE F'~EO (PCT) (PCT) <PCT) 
NEECS t, () REFA!f< 1 • 425 72.4 73.o ]3 • I 
NEECS A LITTLE hfP 1. ~o 1 5 • 3 15.5 HP.'5 
NEECS A LOT CF ~FP J. 42 7.?. 1.2 95.7 
r-,iEE t ~ CVERh~UL '+ • 25 4.3 4.3 100.r 
ELANK 5 .g ~, 1 ss n.1., 
............. 
--------
_ _.. ______ 
TOTAL se7 1 li {J .• 0 100.0 
fJEAr--. 1.42b STC ER fl .OJ3 F[DJt.!\J 1. l 8 r:: 
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tJII\I,-.,L~~ 1. n O !_', Mb~ U.~LJrJ 4. 00(; SUM B3l.ror 
c.v. FCT 56.377 9c;:; . - C. I• 1.362 TU 1.4c;3 
✓ 
VALIF: CASES t:;A2 Ml55Ii-:G C~SES 5 
SLFFICJENC'Y rF ST.Olf-H,AYS 
· CATEC:C~Y LAFF.L 
NEECS f-.Q REFAIR 
NEECS A LITlLE RFP 
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t(Uh'TCSJS 
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l • n fl O 
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TOTAL 
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98. 
Ft.LAT IVE tiDJLJ5TlD CLY 
FRt.O FREG f- pf Q 
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99 :. 
SlFFICTENCY ~F WALL$ 
RE:.LATIVE tiDJIJ~TEO CL~~ 
A8~CLUTE FRtU FRE~ f FE r:, 
CATEC:CHY Lt.EEL CODE F F-<EU (PCT) (Pel) (PCT) 
J\IE EC s f\O REF ti Y-R 1 • 397 67.6 68.2 tP.? 
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100. 
SLFFICIENCY CF FOL~DPTlO~ 
kELATIVE 11uJI..J51E.O CL~· 
AHSCLUTt FRbQ FREt.: r PE (J 
CATEGC~Y LAEEL CODE FREO (PCT) <Pc1) (PCT) 
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V~LIC CASES ~2~ MI!:Sit-..G Cl\S[S S-l 
79/01/09. FILE - ~AlA~~h - CREATED 78/li/?l. 
101. 
9LFFICIE~CY cF INSLLATIO~ 
F<ELA1JV£ tOJIJsTED cl.~· 
f .. HSCLUTt: FFd::.G FRfGi rp[n 
CATE~CRY LAf-EL CCJOE r 1-1 r <J (PCT) (PCT> (PCT> 
NEfC5 r o NEFftlP 1 • 305 $2.o 60.5 to.t; 
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102. 
HELAi!VE ADJLi5lEU CL~' 
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103. 
M-Y INSFCTS CR RO~Ct-1ES IN HESICUJCE. 
Hl:.LATIVE ADJl.JsTE.D Cl ~-1 
ARSCLUTE Ff-< f;.Q FREG FREO 
CATEGCPY LAEEL CODE FF E (J (PCT) (Pel> (PCT) 
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104. 
t1 EL/\ 1 IVE t11>JL5TE.U CL~· 
Fi-. EG f~E:.b f Fd: n 
(PCT) (PcT> <PCT) 
14.3 14.3 14.) 
37.5 37.:i :q .q 
34.6 34.b b t • CS 
1c.2 pj. 2 ":, 6 • .q 
3.2 3.2 1 (J n • 'i 
• £ tJlSS!f,G 
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illlllllll!9 ______ 
l (1 v • C1 1ao.0 
t-'EOI pt" 2 .4~ i, 
VARJANCE •938 
J-, At~c; r 4.ncn 
S.Ur-1 1468.OCJ 
TO l•5f4 
105. 
Housing Complaints/Housing Programs 
Most of the persons interviewed (36.2%) had never made a formal housing. 
complaint. For those persons making housing complaints, the Minneapolis 
Housing and Redevelopment Authority (20. 3 17&) was cited most frequently by 
respondents when ~sked to whom complaints had been made. Also mentioned 
frequently were landlords, the Minneapolis Housing Inspections Department, 
and the Tenants Union (16.5% for all). 
When asked to whom they would go were they to have housing complaints 
in the future, "tenants unions" were the most frequent response (mentioned 
4 
by 25.7% of the interviewees). The Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment 
Authority was cited by 22.0% of the respondents. Landlords, managers, and 
caretakers were mentioned by 14.4% of the interviewees. 
Approximately three-quarters (74.5%) of the respondents did not know 
of any housing programs serving Native Americans and the general public 
(not just programs handling complaints). The only two programs cited fr.e-
quently were Little Earth of United Tribes (7.8%) and the Minneapolis Regional 
Native American Center (9.1%}. 
I "''\.1.1-'I./ ✓ • 
c.o.TEC.:CJ.:;Y L.AF.~L 
YES 
"-JO 
:,.~ [AI\ 
MODE 
KURlCSTS 
,,.q r ·i I tv L rv 
c.v. FCT 
VALIC CASES 
/ 
1.P62 
?.c:or 
2.417 
1 • ,_, C t1 
18.566 
t:.78 
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1 • 
& 
2. 
STC ER~ 
STC ur:.v 
SK f Wl'!f:S s 
MAJ<J~.l;r,t 
.si~ c.1. 
M~SC L UT t. 
FRt;:Q 
eo 
4 9 8 
g 
• U l i+ 
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106. 
f~ELAlIVE ADJ US T E. lJ C IJ' 
n<t.G FhfCJ FpEiJ 
(PC.T> (Pel) (PCT> 
13.6 
f.-4 .H t3 6 • 2 1 c; r, • '1 
l • 5 ,., rs s rr-. 0 
------ -------
l•,v•fl }()0.0 
fviEOI/\N 1.q?p 
-11<"; 
l • 0 C 'l 
1n,7b•00 1) 
l • 8 <; '1 
VA PI Af,JCE. 
h"Af'1f5E 
sut•i 
TO 
107. 
TO \\'HOM HOUSING COMPLAINT WAS HADE 
ADJUSTED 
ABSOLUTE FREQ. 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ. (PCT.) 
LANDLORD 1. 113 16.5 
LEGAL Ail.J 2. 2 2.5 
CIVIL RIGHTS DEPT. 3. l l. 3 
HEALTH DEPT. 4. 4 5 .1 
HOUSING DEPT. 5. 13 16.5 
BRA 6. 16 20.3 
✓ CIVIL LIB. UNION 7. l 1. 3 
TENTANTS' UNION 8. 13 16.5 
NORTHSIDE TENANTS' UNION 9. 1 1.3 
OTHER 0. 15 19.0 
TOTAL 79 
108. 
TO WHOM WOU LO GO \·!ITH HOUS I NG COMP LA I NT 
ADJUSTED 
ABSOLUTE FREQ. 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ. (PCT.) 
LANDLORD 1. 55 14.4 
LEGAL Arn 2. 3 0.8 
HEALTH DEPT 3. 3 0.8 
HOUSING INSPECTOR 4. 16 4.2 
HR.A 5. 84 22.0 
/ CIVIL LIB. UNION 6. 2 0.5 
TENANTS' UNION 7. 98 25.7 
INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS 8. 27 7.1 
TAKE LEGAL ACTION 9. 2 0.5 
OTHER 0. 92 24.1 
TOTAL 382 
79/Cl/09. FJLF - NA1AMFR - CREATED 1e112121. 
t\. I\ 0 W L E D G E C F 1-" C lJ S l r--., G P H 0-G R ~ tJ S 
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587 
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109. 
RELAJIVE ADJU5Tt.D CL~ 
FREQ FREQ FREQ 
(PCT> (PCT> <PCT> 
1.0 7.8 7.P. 
lo4 1.s 9.3 
2.1 3.o 12.4 
R.2 9.1 2 l. 5 
.s .b 22.1 
.1 .H 22.H 
2•4 2.1 25.5 
hbo8 74.5 1 v C. \_) 
10.4 tJISSI~G 
------- ------
1110.0 100.0 
t',E OJ' JHJ H.82Q 
VAhJArJCE. 7•234 
J-.'ANGf e.ooo 
sun 3 q 7 h • (1 0 0 
TC 7.7p9 
I 
110. 
Question 37: 
We have reached the end of the interview now, but be fore I go is there anything 
you'd like to add to what you've already said, anything you feel is important 
for us to know, that would help us better understand your situation or housing 
in general? 
Asked the landlord to repair things and they haven't responded: paint, windows, 
bathroom! 
When they spray they don't do it very well, cockroaches still remain. 
The landlord came late in making repairs," never replaced the carpet, never 
fixed the fan for the stove and dra\.;ers for the cupboards, . 
It's been two months since the landlord said he would come and paint. 
Hard to find housing for three children. 
The only thing is that we need another room. 
Need help in fixing it up. 
Don't feel they got a good deal on the contract work that was done. Be sure 
that owner gets or secures lein waivers and not to sign check to contractor 
until you receive these leins. 
\\ny can't Indians in Minneapolis get B. I .A. loans? 
Like to move and get a whole house. 
A lot of Indian people are in sub-standard housing because of unable to afford 
good housing. 
\\'ish that low income people could get loans where we could fix up our homes 
and not pay forever on the loan. 
No facilities for washing clothes, no hook ups, no drain or faucets. 
Should have more programs to help homeowner in regards to repair and bringing 
homes up to code. 
It's hard to find good apartments in Mpls. for what I can afford. 
The yard has to be taken care of. It needs a fence. 
They feel like they are being discriminated against because of race. 
Landlords don't take care, expect tenants to pay rent. 
Everything is going fine. 
Take along information to public. 
(responses to 37 continued) 
Landlord does not repair often. 
D~cent places are outrageous. 
Should be more low income grants for homeowners. 
Landlord owns too many houses and can't take care of them. 
111. 
My little rl got lead poisoning and landlord was told to fix up this dump 
but he hasn't done nothing, he is what we call "slum landlord." 
The landlords don't fix things up. 
Would like to have a nicer place·to live. If the house was fixed up it would 
be ok. 
It takes so long to get small repairs done. 
Get the building repaired. 
Housing in general is poor and a lot of discrimination -find absentee landlords 
make them improve homes and apartments. City housing inspe~tors are prejudiced. 
;r The city should have more emergency housing monies to help Native Americans. 
Provide program monies (means) so that people can produce their own product. 
More low income housing for Native Americans. Rent is too high for the buil-
dings that are in poor condition. 
Highness of damage deposits is a problem. It keeps people from be 
move in. 
able to 
No, liked living here the last three years, but am now moving up north. 
Landlord is mak repairs, has just bought building. 
H.U.D. isn't a good agency. Poor workmanship. 
I hate them dirty old mice. 
Don't keep the out 
less holes in walls. 
halls and stairwells in good shape, they need paint and 
I think there should be a large emergency ho~sing for transients that come in 
and out of the city, clean and neat and two for people that care and people 
that don't care--and that is accessible and a shelter for young adults. Con 
cern for pesti s used at Little Earth. 
To encourage more Indian people to huy their homes. 
Retainer wall made of concrete is dcteriorat ing, needs work. 
Getting old houses fixed up and more lmv interest loans to acquire houses. 
City isn't doing-check income propcrties--chcck to see that people can 
get help because of income guidelines. 
112. 
(37 continued) 
Letter of credit was issued to Joe Selveggio (1975) through Indian 
Center to help Indian homeowners obtain help for r. She asked him for 
estimate on taking down a living room wall. He turned down the request. 
Says he was too busy with other things. 
It's difficult to get a loan to buy a for an Indian. There should be 
a similar concept like that of section 8 of H.U.D. that would apply to house 
rental and ownership. 
Could use a loan for improvement. 
Leaking 
go bad. 
-It took two years to get to it. Leaky roof caused floors to 
MHRA--Loans-- since Hofstede campaign. 
Would like like low interest loans to repair house. 
Would like help in repairing outside foundation and windows (funds). Grant 
or low interst loan. 
Would like to repair (minor). Low interest loans. 
~ Need funds for repairs--sidewalks, etc. 
l\'e would 1 ike to be able to get low interest loans for house 
I can't afford to live here but it's better than living in the ghetto. A nice 
place to live is alright but there are other problems to deal with that makes 
your family suffer and sacrifice to live in a decent 
Doesn't like hous situation for Indians. 
This house has bad gutters. 
There should be more housing for families with children so parents don't have 
to worry about bothering grouchy neighbors. 
Arc there housi places av~ilahle and where are they? 
There should be more loans availnhle for urhnn Indians. 
\\'e arc up this year for the housing authority grm1t for the Powdcrhorn neigh-
borhood. 
Trouhle getting loans--have mnde application for them hut got no response. 
Nore emergency housing. 
\\'jsh there was money to improve the house insulation, kitchen sink. 
/' 
(37 continued) 
It would be alright if it weren't for the cockroaches. 
No, everything's alright. 
Hope the rent isn't raised. 
113. • 
The history of housing for Native Americans has been one of the black marks 
on Minnesota history. 
Renters are usually prejudgmental when trying to rent a place. 
Need more single family housing in projects or duplex housing. 
A person's got to speak up for yourself and not do it begging. 
Need decent places for less rent. 
Rent is outrageous for the conditions of the building--getting worse and worse. 
Inadequate housirrg--discriminatory--hard to find a place. 
It's pretty good. 
If possible would like a loan to repair before it gets too bad. 
Finding a decent place is hard for what we have to pay for rent. 
Finding housing in Mpls. is hard, especially if a person has children and 
is on welfare. The places for rent are not in very good condition, plus they 
want a lot of rent money. 
More housing for low-income people. 
No, pretty well covered everything. 
High rent. 
Hard to find place because of (1) Indian; (2) money (none) except basic; 
(3) children. I'm getting evicted because of too many people in my apartment. 
White people don't understand that I have people stay if in need of a place. 
This year Upper Midwest said they were going to come out and paint the house 
but no one came out. 
Has a hard time finding a place that will accept pets. 
Better information on rental information. Interested in renting house but 
need more information. 
Would like low interest loan for house repairs. 
There should be provisions made for Native Americans to get loans to upgrade 
housing. 
114. 
(37 continued) 
She had contacted about 3 people to fix her house, and they have not come 
back. This is why the house is rated in poor condition. 
Upper Midwest can go to hell. 
The only problem I have is a bill that housing keeps bill me for. 
When we moved into this place it was a dump but to from paying outrageous 
prices we had to put in a lot of time, work and energy. 
No complaints. 
There should be better ways of helping old people get monies to upgrade their 
homes, without gaving to hassle with banks and loans. 
Windows need fixing. 
Indians aren't reliable to take care of a place. 
Bel the status rented to an Indian is glossed over and not until you move 
in you find out all the necessary improvements that need to be done. Rent is 
high for what Indians are rent 
Basement flooding every time it rains. 
The landlord told her in a letter that she didn't keep her house clean enough 
for his standards and if she didn't keep her place clean he would terminate 
her tenancy. felt his all ions were false and out of 1 ine. 
She feels the housing is a nice place for low income families with children. 
There's a lot of stereotyping [that] goes on with 
live here. 
Lots of kids. Parents don't watch. 
Yes, but I can't think of it right now. Had I been 1 
dence, I could add something more. 
No, it's suitable. 
to the Indians that 
in a prior resi-
Would like for the landlord to fix the oven, so she can do some baking. It 
needs adjustment. 
Too many kids for working parents. 
Roaches are bad--~ore pest control! 
Landlords pry too much and are too worried about AFDC mothers. 
If office would the work done--for 2 months I have asked for things to 
be done and no results as yet. 
ns. 
(37 continued) 
Happy for her list of agencies. 
There could be better communication between landlords and tenants. 
There should be more hous for poor people allowing children and pets. 
The rent in this area is terrible for the conditions on the place. Should 
encourage more home ownership programs especially for Indians. 
Need better places for less money. Also home mmership funds is needed for 
Native Americans. 
The housing in this area is really bad. 
Wish they had better hous for Indians and people on welfare. 
Could be better housing. Would be nice to own a home. 
Pay too much for what you get. 
A lot of houses don't rent if you have , except 3-bedroom places. 
✓ She feels she has a good landlady as compared to other Indian people. 
Yes, they should have better Housing Development programs where minorities 
can get into sooner rather than having people wait a 
I am under a subsidized rent situation and wi more people could get the same. 
Should have cheaper housing. 
Need better housing for less money. 
It 1 s difficult to find a place to live. (She doesn't want to live in the high 
rise.) 
Interested in home ownership--shoul<l a N.A. program to help with this. 
Hard to find decent places for reasonable rent (which allow children). 
Would like to move. 
Would like to apply for low-income housing. 
Better housing and more responsive landlords toward fixing their bui 
Wish the rent was cheaper and going up all the time. 
More responsive landlords [who] <lo things when they say they're 
I pay too much rent. The doors aren't properly made. 
to. 
A lot of mice and they haven't fixed the stove and refrigerator for 9 montl1s. 
✓ 
116. 
(37 continued) 
Try to help bigger families. 
Would like to know more about financing for buying a house. 
Wish there were more funds available for upgrading housing more inexpensively. 
Needs money to get place fixed up. 
Keep the lam1 up and better garbage set up. 
They should have programs for Indians and don't know who to complain to. 
They have to put up with due to the cost of rent. 
Don't rent from family. 
Would like to get into a Indian housing program. 
Wish there was more help for Indians to getting better places to live that are 
inexpensive and cleaner. We've been looking for 2 1/2 months and couldn't find 
a decent place to rent to us. 
I'm gonna go up north. 
\\'ouldn't ever live in another building like this. 
Feels her housing is good compared to alot of others. 
Got a no good caretaker. Hollers at the kids. 
Rent is high everywhere, the housing projects aren't too good. Too much trouble 
with neighbors. 
No--1 have no complaints. 
General Assistance doesn't help out as much as they could or should. 
Really like this place. 
Neat interview--not a personal one. 
Charging too much rent! (for dilapidated places) 
Am looking for a place to live. 
Plans to buy a house, but needs somewhere to get a low interest loan. 
No, there is a lot of discrimination against children. 
Bad security system on the house. 
This apartment building allows cats in the apartment, which is a good thing. 
(37 continued) 
I was promised lawn mower to take care of the yard, but never got it. 
Needs work. 
Needs a loan to fix up. 
Would like to a house up in Leech Lake. 
Would like to get help for ring-loans or grant. 
Would like grant or loan for repairs. 
Low interest loan to fix up house or grant. 
Would like to get a house in Little Earth. 
A lot of slurnlords--should have something done. 
Tak.es them forever to do anything. 
Its difficult to get a grant or loan from government or banks for housing 
;,- repairs. 
11 7. 
I would rather live in housing other than Indian housing projects like that 
of Litt-le Earth~ 
✓ 
Appendix A: 
Tribal Affiliation 
Tribal Enrollment Location 
118. 
/ 
Respondents indicated affiliation with the following tribes: 
Ojibwe 
Sioux 
\\innehago 
Canadian 
Canada Cajun 
Hidatsa 
Omaha 
Oneida 
Ponca 
Abinaki Ki O\,;[\ 
Arapahoe 
Assiniboine Sioux 
~landan fi Hidatsa 
Navajo 
Pon tawa tomi 
Seneca 
Tuscarora 
Places of enrollment indicated by respondents arc: 
Red Lake Bafid of Chippewa Indians 
Bois Fort (Nett Lake) 
Fond du Lac Band 
Grand Portage Band 
Leech Lake Band 
~Ii 11 e Lac Band 
\\11 i te Earth 
LOh'er Sioux Indian Community (Morton) 
Prairie Island Indian Community 
Shakopee \lde\-:akanton Sioux Community 
(Prior Lake) 
Upper Sioux Indian Community 
(Granite Falls) 
Devils Lake Sioux Tribe/Fort Totten 
Agency 
Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort 
Berthold Reservation/Fort Berthold 
Agency 
Sisseton-Wahpeton S:ioux Tribe/ 
Sisseton Agency 
Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes 
of the Fort Peck Reservation 
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska 
Santee-Sioux Tribe of Nebraska 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
Northern Arapahoe (ivind Ri vcr) 
Prairie Band of Potawatomi 
Indians (Kansas) 
Kiowa/Anadarko Agency 
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe/Standing 
Rock Agency (Also Fort Yates) 
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa Indians 
Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe 
Flandreau Santee-Sioux Tribe 
Oglala Sioux Tribe of the Pine Ridge 
Reservation 
Rosebud Sioux Tribe 
Yankton Sioux Tri.be of Indians 
Bad River Band (Chippewa) also Odanah 
Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa Indians 
Lac du Flambeau Band of Lake Superior 
ChippeKa Indians 
Oneida Tri be of Indians of \\.isconsin 
Red Cliff Bank of Lake Superior 
Chippewa Indians 
St. Croix Chippch·a Indians of Wisconsin 
Stockbridge-Munscc Community 
Wisconsin Winnebago Trjbe 
Ponca Tribe of Ind·ians of Oklahoma/ 
Pawnee Agency 
Seneca Nation, Cattaraugus Reservation 
Navajo Nation 
Kenora 
Fort Fran ci s 
Can;:ida 
Tuscarorn Nation 
I 
Appendix B: 
Interview Instrument 
Interview Codebook 
119. 
1113 West Broadway • Minneapolis~ Minnesota _55411 (Main Office\ 
(612) 522-4436 
Native American 
Housing Survey 
Introduction and Instructions 
(Introduce yourself.) 
408 Bremer Building • St. Paul, M inncsota 55101 
(612) 224-5846) 
Before we begin, let me explain a few things. First, we want 
to mention that you don't have to answer any questions you don't 
like. Just tell me you'd rather not answer a question and we'll 
go on to the next question. 
Secondly, I'd like to repeat that no ~ne else will ever see 
bow you answer these questions. We will combine your answers with 
..r all the other people we interview. So what you say will be con-
fidential and secret. Okay? 
The purpose of the interview is to find out what you think 
about the housing situation for Native Americans in Minneapolis. 
Do you have any questions before we begin? 
Census tract: 
Interviewer: 
Start: 
Finish: 
F M 
✓ 
1. To begin with, it would be helpful to know your main tribal affiliation. 
What tribe to you mainly consider yourself as belonging to? 
2. Are you an enrolled member of a tribe? 
L No 2. is 
2a. Where? 
In this first section we are trying to learn about how often people rnove 
in Minneapolis, and how that affects housing for Native Americans. 
3. Have you lived in.Minneapolis all your life? 
2. Yes 1. No 
J_ 
3a, Where did vou live iust before vou moved to Mpls.? 
4. How long have you lived in Minneapolis? 
*(a) Years (b) Months (c) Less than a month _,....__ 
5. Do you consider your residence in Minneapolis. 
f (A) permanent 
{you do not move back 
and forth out of Mpls.] 
(B) semi-permanent 
{perioditally return] { 
4Bl. If seasonal, which 
months do you spend in 
Minneapolis? 
! 
4B2. Where do you live 
the other months? 
(C) temporary 
[will not return] { 
4Cl. If temporary, 
what month will you 
leave? 
4C2. Why? 
6. If you are not moving out of the city, do you plan to move from your 
current residence in the near future? 
L No 2. Yes 
2. 
7. How long have you lived in this residence? How many: 
~(a) 
---
Years (b) Months (c) ___ Less than a month 
Now we are going to change questions a little bit again. This ti~e we 
will be asking questions about your housing requirements. 
B. Do you own or rent this residence? 
A. Own 
\f,, 
AL Approximately how much 
are your utilities (monthly 
average)? 
*i<"Gas $ 
----Electric $ ___ _ 
Water$ ____ (quarterly) 
Fuel Oil $ ___ _ 
i. ApproxiID?tely how much 
•/ a.re your monthly mortgage/ 
deed payments? 
$ _______ _ 
~ 
A3. Does this include taxes? 
2. Yes L No 
1 
A4. Approxi~~tely 
how much are your 
yearly taxes? 
$ ______ _ 
AS. Does your mortgage include 
insurance? 
2. Yes 1. No 
t 
A&.How much insuranc2 
do you pay yearly? 
$ _______ _ 
(GO TO PAGE L1) 
B. Rent 
~ 
Bl. W11en you first moved into your 
current residence, at that time, 
which of the following and how 
much did you pay for: 
J4 ~a. First month's rent $ ___ _ 
b. Last month's rent$ 
----~ 
c. Damage deposit.$ ___ _ 
[covers possible damage that 
might be done] 
d. Security deposit$ __ ....._.._;~ 
[to hold apartment for you, 
until you move in] 
B2. Are you interested in m .. :ning a home? t 1, No 2. Yes 
B3. How much is your total 
monthly rent now? 
$ ___ --'-----'---
B4. Does your rent include utilities? 
2. Yes 1. No 
5. Approximately how much 
do you pay, on the average, 
for each of the utilities 
monthly? 
1f-Gas $ ___ _ 
Elec tricit;-l $ 
------Water $ _____ [quarterly] 
Fuel Oil $ 
-----
RENTERS ONLY 
9. Do you know your landlord's last name? 
L No 2. Yes 
10. Do you know your landlord's address? 
1. No 2. Yes 
11. Do you know your landlord's phone number? 
1. No 2. Yes 
12. Ho~ often do you see your landlord? 
13. Is your landlord easy to get ahold of if you need something? 
.,_1 .. 
. a. Very easy 
b. Usually easy 
c. Somehwat difficult 
d. Impossible 
14. In generalt if you were to ask the landlord to repair something, 
would they do it? 
=-~ a. Always 
- b. Most of the time 
c. Seldom 
d. Never 
15.How would you rate your relationship to your landlord? 
~~ a. Very friendly 
b. Somewhat friendly 
c. Somewhat hostile 
d. Very hostile 
1. 
lb. sometimes it is not always obvious what ·type of housing we find and so 
we have been instructed to ask every time, just to make sure. Is this: 
a. a duplex 
b. 
c. 
d. 
an apartment 
single famile home [whole house] 
townhouse [more than 2 units share a common wall] or 4-plex 
[4 units share common wall and ceiling] 
e. mobile home 
t. rooming house 
17. How many rooms does this residence have, not counting bathrooms? 
(Interviewer: this refers to rooms they use for living space only, 
does not count halls,stairs, attic, storage, or basement.) 
18. Does this residence have a private bathroom or shared bathroom? 
a. private b. shared 
19. Does this residence have a private or shared kitchen? 
a. private b. shared 
20. Does this residence have a basement? 
1. No 2. Yes 
~ 
20a. Is the basement of your residence used as: 
:tr;,,:,/{' 
a. Storage space 
b. An apartment [rented to someone] 
4 ... 
c. Occasional living space [partyroom, work room] 
d. Permanent living space [used on a daily basis, 
bedroom, another room in house] 
We are now going to ask questions about your housing situation, questions 
that get at housing problems and needs. 
21. Have you ever experienced any housing discrimination problems? 
1. No 2. Yes 
"-" Please describe: [Interviewer: Take notes AND circle appropriate 
response under question 16.] 
22. What about discriidnation because of ... 
Linterviewer: read only those answers not mentioned above.] 
* ¥: a. Race f. Children 
b. Sex 
c. Age 
d. Economic status 
(lack of money) 
e. Lack of credi;.;:, 
g. Animals 
h. Marital status 
(single parent, unmarried 
couple, same sex ro01n:;1ates) 
i. Sexual preference 
~ WPlfare. recipient 
5. 
23. During the winter months do you have any problems with your heat? 
1. No 2. Yes 
.t 
Please Describe [Interviewer: Take notes AND circle appropriate 
response under question at.] 
24. What about other heat problems like ... 
[Interviewer: read only those answers not mentioned above.] 
** 
a. Too hot 
b. Too cold [not enough heat] 
c. Too hot and too cold both 
25. How is your residence heated? 
a. Gas 
b. Fuel oil 
c .. Electrically 
d. Wood stove 
e. Other (specify) 
f • Don' t know 
* 
I Always Usually 
26. In general, is there sufficient 
hot water for you or your family's 
needs? 
27- Does the stove work? 
? 28. Does the refrigerator work. ' 
29. For the following fixturest I am going to ask you 
what condition they are in: 
Does this residence have, in good repair: 
* 
0 ost o 
Them Them 
. All f M 
a. Summer screens on windows in 
the summer (not torn) 
b. Screen doors in the warm 
months (not torn) 
c. Storm windows in the winter 
(not broken or cracked) 
d. Storm doors in the cold 
months. (not broken or cracked) 
Seldom Never 
; 
I l 
, a f H lf or 
Less None 
i 
I 
i 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
In what repair are the 
following items: 
e. Plumbing (kitchen 
sink, bathroom sink, 
toilet, bathtub) 
f. electrical wiring 
(outlets, fixtures) 
g. heating facilities 
(radiators~ furnace) 
h. inside paint 
L outside paint 
.i. roofing 
k. c.eiiings 
L floors 
m. stairways 
n. walls 
o. foundation of the 
building 
E· insulation 
Does Not 
Need Any 
Repair 
! 
j 
! 
I 
i 
I 
: 
! 
l 
Needs 
A Little 
Repair 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Do you currently have a telephone? 
1. No 2. Yes 
I 
Needs 
A Lot 
N.eeds 
Complete 
Overhaul 
' I 
' 
~ 
I 
I 
i 
: 
~ 
Do you have rodents, mice or rats, in your residence? 
1. Mice 2. Rats 3. No 
Do you have cockroaches or other insects in your residence? 
1. Cockroaches 2. other insects 3. No 
How would you rate the overall condition of this residence? 
* 
a. Excellent 
b. Good 
c. Fair 
d. Poor 
e. Extremely poor 
6. 
Non-
Existent 
t 
, 
'i 
l 
' i .
~ 
1 
i 
l 
f 
1 j 
! 
i 
: 
I 
34. Have you ever made a formal housing complaint to anyone? 
1. No 2. Yes 
1'4A. To whom 
------------
35. If you were to make a formal housing complaint in the future, 
where would you go? 
36. Do you know of any housing programs serving Native Americans and 
the general public? (not just programs handling complaints) 
37. We have reached the end of the interview now, but before I go is there 
anything you'd like to add to what you've already said, anything you 
feel is important for us to know, that would help us better understand 
your situation or housing in general? 
(Hand last page to respondent and ask them to please complete it.) 
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HELP. 
7. 
..) 
l U3 West Broadway • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411 {Main Officel 
(612) 522-44:36 
408 Bremer Building • · St, Paul, !\1innesota 5 5101 
,(612} 224-5846) 
YouR ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTION WJULD BE VERY HELPFUL TO us I AGAINJ IT Is 
STRESSED THl\T NO ONE WILL EVERY BE ABLE TO IDENTIFY THESE ANSWERS AS COMING 
FROM YOU, lF YOU WANT TO, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. 
1, ~T IS YOUR AGE? 2. ME YOU: 
_A. ~-J~ YEARS OLD I EMPLOYED FULL-TIME 
· ____s, 3t ~ YEARS OLD· , EMPLOYED PART-TIME 
_j: 5~€4 1~~ gtg _j: ~~~~YED 
__E. WER 6:> YEARS OLD 
3, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING AMJUNTS BEST DESCRIBES THE TOTAL INCOME BEFORE 
TAXES OF ALL THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE IN THIS HOUSE? 
_A, LEss THAN $7JOJJ 
_13. $7i((J().- $li,~99~ 
_c. $12.,CXJO - $.D.,999 
4. Do YOU RECEIVE: 
;· . _A, waFARE' 
_13. At-DC 
I FOOD STA.MPS 
_D, UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION 
_ _l:, WJRMN' S COMPENSATION 
_j). $161'::0J - $21,999 
• MJRE THAN $22.,(XX) 
' 
_G, 
__H, 
_I. 
PENSION 
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE 
SOC I AL SECURITY 
OTHER (PLEASE LIST) 
----
5, IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND HOW MUCH SPACE IS SHAREP HERE., IT WOULD BE USE-
FUL TO KNOW HOW f'11:\NY PEOPLE--BY AGE--LIVE IN THIS RESIDENCE WHO ARE: 
_A, LESS THAN 5 YEARS OLD __E. 31-49 YEARS OLD 
_13. :>-~ YEARS OLD • 50-64 YEARS OLD 
, 12- 8 YEARS OLD __ G. OVER 65 YEARS OLD 
_p , 19- 0 YEARS OLD 
6. Is THIS RESIDENCE A PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECT? 
(1) NO _ (2) YES 
7. How WELL DO YOU THINK THIS INTERVIEW DESCRIBES YOUR t-OUSING SITUATION? 
_A I VERY WELL _B. MJSTLY ___ , A LITTLE _j), NOT AT ALL. 
8. BAsrn ON YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH THIS INTERVIEW) v-K)ULD YOU BE WILLING TO 
PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEWS DEALING WITH OTHER SUBJECTS? 
-· (1) No, IF NO., WHY NOT? (2) YES 
THAl~K YOU VERY fvUCH FOR YOUR HELP 
Interview Codebook 
Categorization of Open-ended Responses 
Qµestion: 3a. where did you .liv(~ just he fore y<.Ju movc'.d to Minnc:apo] is? 
1 . w i th j n t he 5 ,: o u n ~ y .:.n r· a 
2. on or near .:1 ~Unnl'Sota Indian reservation 
3. Minnesota. 
4. North Dakota 
5. South Dakotd 
6. Wiscor• sin 
i. Gr.hi:.:r 
8. don't know 
4. hn.; long h.Jvc you lived in .Minnearol .U;: 
} 1i.. m t 1 , - (~ men th s 
n . .~ y t: ::1 r :.~ 1 month- 10 y t' a rs 
l - 'J :: ,c ! l 1 l I l S 
J. J-·l; U10ll t 11:--: 
G. 
-
I• 
&Al. (;.:.i :; 
"? less t lrnn $10. 
'- . $10--$9 9 
J. $100--$199 
...... S200-$2 1)9 
.) . :,, ?(,(} or morP 
6. UCl'. 1 t Y~lOW 
8Al. Elo.!Ctric 
8Al. 
2. 
!,I. 
5. 
u. 
"),. 
$10-:;,19 
$20-$39 
:'40-$- S9 
S80 or r.t· n.' 
. ·r 
b • ( ~ or mo r. r · 
'!. ll,.,~;' t kn •,1.; 
8Al. 
8A2. 
8A4. 
t c· s s L ha n :i LS . 
Ei. S 70 o:· more 
7. don't know 
1. Jess than $50. 
3. 
~; 3 _r; 0 o r n:c1 re 
t . l 10 r.~e is ; .J i d n ff 
don't know 
T.1 X(·S 
l. less than $200. 
3. $350- 9':J 
b. SkOU or r:2er0 
-I• den' t knoi-1 
8A 6 . : J n ·-} u t· , P c c 
l. l(,!',:g th,:.H·, ~81L 
:~. ~: l 09 
J. :., l J 0- ~~ l J Cr 
~; 1 7 0 o 1 r.10 r r: 
'. ' 
t 
8B1. 
s. 
' \ . 
$()-$59 
~ · 00-S:1-. 9 
$-'.00 0 !'.,,,)fl:! 
·! .• 
8Bl. Dnm:igc deposit 
8B2. 
8B3. 
J let.::.. tha,: $100. 
7. $1()0-$]49 
). $150-$199 
4. S'W0-$299 
h . Ii .1 : .]". I t p :.d. d y (: t 
t ~· 
'-·. 
.. , ' 
·.J # 
{ . 
/ . 
l. lesH ~h~n 510. 
'l 
... $1 Q-~ j_ 
J. $20-· ~ ~4 
l:, 
1, ,:- th.(t1 :;JO. 
4 
S , , r i' , r-t~ 
,,(n 1 k;i,,11;: 
8B5. Fue 1 o j 1 
L le: s :•: th,~ n S 1 5 • 
2. 
39 
"). $55-$6') 
6. $70 or more 
7. don't know 
12. Ho•..; often do yL~u Se(? your ianu.lord? 
1. :-IEVER 
nevPr see bim/h~:r, just t,:end n:--::t to the hank 
just go through housing, MHRA 
havt>n 1 t seen hJu: yet 
never, caret3kLr handles it 
by phone, nnt tno ,:iften 
once a year or less 
h:.lVen' t St:'t'n Id r:: .f. or more tkm n y,::~.::tr 
once l"'Very 6 'ff.On ti1s 
not often) coupl0 time~ a year 
one,, in 5 m(,nt!:s 
v,:, ry l i tr le 
one'~ tn awld 1 t 1 
oc.casi.onall :· 
:=:.o:·M· t ir .. ('s 
:10t to(.l c·ftE::1, 1"1..)nt i!-i ,'i~liled t ,:Jffi•.~e 
!:.(, t unless 'iOli ti.sk 
1· t' :1 L: , i a y 
w h , , :·l r n c- i , J u r~ 
C >' (l l':,)i"d ·:. but l f :~11·1 rroblcm~~ t'C!i'.lt' up, he is ~-ight ther-e 
1. 
4 + '·:'i:' ;1:--;l -; ~ a 1.J t Ii e ti mt': 
l lJ : i r.i::. s a r,:_ n t h 
5 r. l IT C:, & \✓ \'; 1~ k 
2-·J t. :~i.:r-:; a r,011th 
cci:p1e tir:·,t't; a mci:n l1 c,r viil1.'\1 c.11 I ed 
cv1.•,y c.1th\·t wvckt.:r.d 
'l•.~ :·_.,, o t l:, · c Jay 
Ll"? .. 2 time~ ,: \,vel: 
1 c• r 2 . : ; If"'" [I m\m th 
.-:., ;_ t b:0 _ i n1:.: 
Luo 'Jl. ten 
.:.1:, oftc,: d '.~(•td Ji 1 r;: 
1,,:lll'l'L'\-',~~1· ,\1,r,·'s;: prohl,•1°: 
p !:T t l ;' L1 f ~~ t..• J l 
17. 
' 
29. continued 
6. OTHER 
never tried or never had to 
only sees caretaker 
they change every month and can't keep up with them 
right here in room at time of interview 
Number of rooms 
L 1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. 5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 8 or more 
21. Housing discrimination 
1. RACE 
New landlord made move because of children and allowed white family with 
one kid to stay 
couldn't find a place because of race 
Black neighbor calling names 
sued a person because of race discrimination 
present landlord doesn't lake Indians 
2. CHILDREN 
too many kids 
hard to find place because of child 
owner doesn't like children 
10 kids 
first owner doesn't take children, second won't take AFDC and third says 
apartment is rented after finding out I'm Indian 
3. MARITAL STATUS 
discrimination because of being single parent 
!+(';. continued 
4. LAN'iJLORD 
I think absentee landlora~ are a hig problem 
wasn I t get ting response fro.;1 c:a1 Is wH j l T complained to c:.1retaker 
landlord <liscriminaion 
landlord put you off 
5. ECONmac STATUS 
trouble with n:•ncs/hiased 
dama gc? <lepos it sec·m~; tC' he very hi gli f 1> r t ht~ poc: r pee ii le 
rent coo high f,H peopJt! whc• have to Ji \'l' .in di L,pi.datcd homes due to 
th~:ir fixed incomi:::' 
6. WEI.FAKE 
problc•r:1:~, di ff iL'.H] i_ i•.·s 
f1 J HI SCELLP."\FOUS cnn:r, 
',.'Ould:1' t f,l VP ba,.:k ddn;~, i~ ... ~ d1.>pos.i ,. 
fr,rci"'.t int,) buying lh;l!St'> duf to dji;,_:rfm:n.:::,tion 
1. too hot 
' too (:Ci !.d 
:;; • ~nn I t b1 ... )h' 
t. ta 1 id!cird, m:u•ar.rcr, c:t:t(:'t:ll:c•r oT 0\.,·nc-r" 
I:1.:-lu<le,:;: 
C3rC!tnk,:;r ~1.t prev1ous res cr:c(; 
gen~-r·ol file rrtc(\•tionist, Lit le Fc1.rth 
office 
managPr 
present lanJlorJ 
Le~al :'. 1 J 
S,')11 th side ~bn;i :,:cn~en::, Mr. Pet err or, 
.. ·nnne:qulis Hou;:-;in; Inspcctjon:- Derctrtnl7t 
hnusing inspector 
ir. ;:re~ to;-
p•·c 1. n1 
• ~Ennc-::i~ml is Housir•g au! Rclt0ve1.npment AutltPr.i ty (MHR'\) 
~:E-il<. 
1 !:(·\ 
i!ousirj; Autliority 
✓ F(.;l Ho:..ising and R,;;dc\'C'1opmcnt 
t-:inn~sota Cjvi] Li.bert:icc; Un"on 
. ~!i.nn.esnta Te1krnt U:udn 
~rnn.:?,1-;·cl.i-.:: T~n:1;1ts 
1 t"ri.1 r. C.½ lJ :Li ·)11 
;\c ·7: i Oii ~f:XS 
.·.Hi fr ) ~FI 
lbll.:: jnr. Dc·p::n~ 1_1.~~nt 
, .. 1·n1on 
!kY,JS in~ F j n-'.UF c Af:,·rn.::,·, i !FA or f:11/\ 
Yn<lfon A<l·,rocatc :;c·Ticcs 
I aRo::;c 
Louie.: Dt•:-tnr:, 
next d·10J'· tr1e_.- k5 i j ('IJ th c::tt' rTOKC' wi1 1,,}ri·\·~~ 
HOrt:,:.H ti V COT!':p1 :1) 
35. ~"11ere would you r;c' t'J mike .:1 formnJ ~wu-::;ing <:orr:p1:'lint? 
1. Landlord, 1r;anager, cz.iretak..::--1~ OT m.T{:r;; 
Lit1:lc E:1rth of Un.itc:J T:i·_il,(·s 
I.ittJe Earth 
~;0nth li:i.fh Hnu~. ng 
) 
-· 
5.. r.finn,:::1p,:ilis Hea.l th rep,n-trnent: 
! lea th t e-rart'::,e11t 
t;v· Health Int,pector 
~l.. 1',.1Irtl~}apol is llc,L1·:;i!-1g· 111~.;J)Cl't r·:c~·r'3rt~·1cnt. 
\sl: a f.rten,J 1,<;;·10 1 $ an in:;pc.:.: ti,r 
guild i r g It"!:-;;) ect izi.1s 
City I:a.i.l-St11L:Ung Ins:p-.:ct(-i~-
City lTISfCCUTs 
Hou:; ing J i·s 
~ !i mk ~.J t,1 ;: tm ~ n~ fr 
(to~is·in?, Author: 
r,,us in!: Au tJ,,,r l ":': t' 
(J ::'ll::C. -~ ., '."! !)PVC 1 op:;ic11 t,. 
/ .. 1rJt.! ~- 5. r• ~ i.: '-·~<.i ~~ \t .,_: l;) flln -~~: t 
l:::- fk1us:Lb-Stc,,·cilS ;...;\tu~1-:c '1.r 1.::1 
'.-1 i iuw:·.,-.trr Te·wr -: ~,. ; ini 
Tt:,l'l lt.; l;!,1.IJ::-1 
·:: i g h b CJf : 1 o -.d T t' 1 " n ~ ':: L l r. i. on 
J' F' t > ' : \~. ~. I j '\ ! ~.· i \. C 
i -~ •~.,_ ~ ·: J (,; L . ;., l f ~ c· rt t f' r. 
\:.Jtiv P.Jr. 1:ri.c~1n l·t.-r,tc: 
1 :: !. i~1:·~ (~cr~1.~1 J· 
nn 
Up11e·r ~,,ich•,:..:·st \:nv-->:::r: 1rnl·~ ii Ce11·; 
I. "l'' ,- .,. \·~: · i •··t" -J "-~""' ~ .. ,. , .L ,., n "'~ "",. ·~ , , 
, ii1L'\:.:an fn,.JJ ::1~ :_,I 1.ter-ril· ·arr J 1 n !\, e 
!'.'m:ld i'a.k;: 1 1.·f:ti ;1c 011 
Cit;-· .\tt(•r~H::y 
\: ,)ll L 
ll(•rrLer in l \' ~\:ni-::_i p;t1 (DU1' 
C O ' h:: i J · ·: t i n ::-i ,._'.ti~ LC t 
law:,-t,·t 
,) . u · b:!'•; 
·, •,l!:: Ht?, c.ind Urh~~ , i ~.: \.' .-, 1 o ;•1 :-::-:m II. ti .r:. 
;t'~~;_:-:j;,r, 
Co.n-t l!ouse 
h'-. .• l fa~· •.: or i .. · e 1 f ~, r 1. n ff :i c c'. 
( ·.n·;J:l.tn i ty SC'rv :. ·:1 ~; 
~>. Paul lc-n~"i,:t. l:idon 
(MHRA) 
35 (continued) 
C. uthE~rs cont. 
Cit)' Housing or City Housing l>i•p~utmrnt 
1 [ons ing Department 
Northside Sett.lement~. 
Column 
t(cus ing Ht:·,: el opn,ent Corp:; 
Government Center 
'lousing Ad1rdnistr:.1tion 
Dowdr1Thcr:1 Pl.:1.rming Distrh:1' Ch;1irr:i:in 
fhe City llo~;si.ng Departmer1t 
1LrnP3p01:i s Ho;,.1sinr: 
;;en:cr Cl tizen Pl~tc 
·iinnesota Housi::--lg: D1:;pJ.rtment 
) lous ~.ng P.1:rca.t~ 
.t:o !l1J place 
•.:fmJd just move, skip the compl:dnt:; 
to no one 
,,ucss so 
··oes:1t feel Little Earth woHld giv(' :-~:1tisfaction 
,mu~dn't kno\-.1 \-.·here to go 
:·es 
f.c'.:ter 3'..isiness Burt':lu 
:.ta: ·t:r 's OF'f ice 
/ 
•• 
36. 
1. 
3. 
4. 
;:-,. 
Do you know of any housing programs serving Native Americ~ns and the 
general public? 
Little Earth of United Tri bes 
Little Earth 
South High projects 
Housing and Urban Development II.U.D.; Title \'III 11.U.D. 
Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment Authority 
M.H.R.A. Section 8 housing 
H.R.A. 
H.R.A. 1800 Olson Highway 
Stevens Square 
House fixup 
Public housing 
Minneapolis Regional Native American Center (M.R.N.A.C.) 
Regional Center 
Indian Center 
The Shelter 
Emergency Shelter 
Ernie Drift's program 
Emergency housing 
Emergency housfog- Clinton 
1ndian Center on Fr?.ni:lin 
Minnesota Chipp~?\•,·:t Trihe Hoinc Lo::rn Prog1·arn 
Trihal monies for urhnn housin~ 
State urb.1n Ind iar. Housing prop'arn 
Division of Indian \vcwks 
1
•. Bureau of Indian :\ffairs fH.l.l\ .. ) !ious 
Uni teJ Tribes 
Progn1m 
(.). 
Cass LakP R.B.C. 
St. Paul Americ;~n lndjan Center 
Upper :-1i<h:es t Arner h:a n Ind j ,rn CPnt('r (lJ. M.A. 1 . C.) 
don't know or no 
Other:; 
Snuth, Souths id1...' 
Hospjtality llouse 
Brother DcPnul 's 
Urb;1n Honsing 34th and Park 
PilGt City 
Community Service~ 
Northside 
Gcnf'r~l Asssistance 
Legal Rights 
P!·oj ect for Pride in Living 
West B:mk Tenants Unfon 
Solstice 
Nc-ighborhood Club 
3t, {continued) 
0. 
,/ 
serve the public hut not for Na 
forget it 
just l 
some 
yes 
not serving 
Self Re 1 iancc· 
Amc-ricans 
